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United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 
University of California. 
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CP Violation at the Z Peak. • 

Werner Bernreuthert 

Theoretical Physics Group 

Physics Division 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

1 Cyclotron Road 

Berkeley, California 94 720 

Abstract 

LBL-27047 

Some possibilities for searches of CP-nonconservation in decays of the 

Z boson produced in e+ e- collisions are briefly reviewed . 
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CP violation, which so far has been observed only in the neutral kaon sys

tem, arises in the 3 generation standard model (SM) from the charged weak 

quark current couplings and is parameterized by a CP-violating phase in the 

Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) matrix. Since the origin of CP violation is not un

derstood it is important to search for CP-nonconserving effects in physical situ

ations other than the K 0 - K0 system. The Z peak can be used for this purpose. 

However, if K M mixing in the quark sector is the only source of CP violation 

in Nature it is very unlikely that the luminosity of LEP suffices for observing 

CP-violating phenomena at the Z peak- e.g., by detecting CP-violating same

sign dilepton asymmetries or specific CP-violating non-leptonic decays of B 

mesons produced in Z -+ bb. Estimates indicate - see, for instance (1] - that 

an integrated luminosity of at least 1040cm-2 would be needed to measure at 

the Z peak CP violation induced by the KM mechanism. That is, CP tests 

at LEP very probably are sensitive to possible new forces of CP violation only. 

Especially one may imagine CP-violating forces which become visible only at 

energies around the Z mass or higher. Other proposals made so far to search 

for CP nonconservation in Z decays may be classified as follows: 

I) Rare events 

a) CP-violating 2-body channels: Since the Z boson, being produced by the 

standard neutral current, is an eigenstate of CP (CP(Z) = +1] in its rest sys

tem, one may look (in analogy to K£ -+ 27r) for decays of the Z which would 

imply CP violation. CP-violating channels are Z --+ PtP2, where P1 , P2 = 
7r

0 ,T/,T/',K£,T/c,T/b,··· are JPC = o-+ states and Z -+ S1S2 where S1,S2 = 
XcO, XbO,··· are JPC = o++ states. The particles pl and p2 (respectively sl and 

S2 ) have the same C and P but are in a p wave, i.e., in a P- and CP-odd state. 

(Note that Pt = P2 and S1 = S2 final states are forbidden by Bose symmetry.) 

Estimates of branching ratios of these channels within non-standard models of 

CP violation would be desirable. 

b) CP-violating asymmetries in flavor-violating decays: The asymmetry 

. f(Z-+ sb)- f(Z-+ sb) 
a= 
. f(Z--+ sb) + f(Z -+ sb) 

(1) 

and others involving q'q pairs such as ds,db (which are probably less favorable 
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than the sb channel) were studied in Refs. (2,3]. Whereas in the 3 generation 

SM B · a~l0-12 sin 8 (B denotes the branching ratio for Z --+ sb, 8 is the CP

violating KM phase), this product can be much larger in the 4 generation case: 

It has been estimated (2,3] that B ~ 10-7 to 10-6 and the asymmetry a ~ 

to be of order .1. That is, in the most favorable case the minimum number 

of Z decays required to see the CP asymmetry ( 1) appears to be more than 

N = (Ba2)-1 = 108 • In the 4 generation case B(Z --+ b'b) could be larger (2] 

than B(Z --+ sb) and the b'b channel would also be less problematic to detect 

than sb. However ab'b was estimated (2] be at least one order of magnitude 

smaller than asb· For a 2 Riggs-doublet model it was found recently (15] that 

B(Z--+ bs) < 2 · 10-6 • Within the minimal supersymmetric (SUSY) extension 

of the SM B(Z--+ sb) ~ 2.4 x 10-9 was obtained (16]. For non-minimal SUSY 

extensions this branching ratio was found to be at most one order of magnitude 

larger (17]. Other flavor-violating channels also have tiny branching rations (16, 

17, 18]. That is, even if SUSY or Higgs models of CP violation may allow for 

large asymmetries (1) these models offer little hope that these asymmetries may 

be observed at LEP. 

c) CP-odd correlation in Z --+ lJOt+e-: Another "exotic" CP test which re

quires the production of much more than 106 Z's - if it is possible at all - was 

investigated in (5]. If the decay Z --+ JJOf+e-, where lJO is the Higgs particle, 

is kinematically possible (recall that B(Z--+ H 0J-L+p.-) < 6. w-s if mH > 10 

GeV) and sufficient events are available, then one may check whether this decay 

is affected by a CP-violating interaction by measuring CP-odd correlations such 

as .X · (k+ x k_). Here .X is the vector polarization of the Z (see below) and k± 
are the momentum direction vectors of f±. 

II. CP-odd correlations in some main 2- and 3-body decay modes 

Another possibility is to use some of the main Z decay modes, such as 

Z--+ r+r-,Z--+ f.+e-,(e = e,J-L,r),Z --+2 jets +1,Z--+ 3 jets for CP tests. 

Appropriate observables are CP-odd correlations involving the momentum di

rections of the outgoing states (for Z --+ r+r- also r polarization) and the 

polarizations of the Z boson. Some of the observables discussed below also re

quire flavor tagging. A systematic study of how these decay modes can be used 
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for CP tests was made in [6,7]; specific proposals were made in [8,9]. CP tests 

in e+e- collisions away from the Z resonance were considered in [10, 11, 12]. 

Before discussing CP-odd correlations let us recall that the spin density matrix 

of the Z boson being produced with unpolarized e+e- beams as with LEP, is 

1 1 
Pab = 38ab + 2i fabc.Ac - .Aab (2) 

where, to lowest order perturbation theory, the vector (tensor) polarization 

.Aa ( .Aab) is [7] 

(3) 

Here sin20w = .23 is used and the unit momentum vector P+ of e+ is chosen 

along the z axis. 

a) Z-+ r+r-: This mode can be used to search for CP-violating dipole form 

factors of the T [9, 14]. In order to form CP-odd correlations in Z -+ fermion 

antifermion, one needs to know the polarization vectors of the outgoing fermions. 

Measurement of polarizations is feasible for r+ T- final states (13], most efficiently 

through T-+ 1rv.,.. (The standard V-A interaction at the rv.,. vertex is assumed.) 

LetS± be the polarization vectors of r± in their respective rest-frames (s~ = 1) 

and let k be the CMS momentum direction vector of r+. Using the polarization 

tensors ( 4) of the Z, the following CP-odd (but CPT -even ) correlations linear 

ins= s+- s_ can be formed: 

(4) 

where n = kxs. For measuring these correlations one must infer the momen

tum direction of the r's. This will not be possible in general. A more useful 

correlation is 

(5) 

It can be measured in Z -+ r+r- -+ 1r+v.,.1r-v.,.; i.e., one measures .X· P7!'+ x 

P1r-· For an on-shell Z the correlations (4), (5) are proportional to a CP

violating weak dipole from factor J.,. ( q2 = M'i) which is generated by the effective 

interaction 

(6) 
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For instance, one finds (14] that 

( ) 4d,. 
u+ Xu_ = --~ 

9A 
(7) 

where 9A = -1/2 and the dimensionless form factor d.,. is defined by J,. = 
e(sin Ow cos BwMz)-1d,. = 5.2 X 10-16d,. (ecm]. By means of (7) (1,.;<;10-17 

ecm could be detected assuming 106 Z's. In (9] it was suggested to search for 

an electric dipole form factor of the r (generated by an effective interaction 

-(i/2)d,.f(j~-'"15rF~-'" by means of a CP-odd correlation analogous to (5). If one 

scans through the Z peak and selects events e+e- -+ r+r- -+ 1r+v,.Tr-v,. then 

one may search for the correlation P+ · (k+ x k_) where k± are the momentum 

directions of 1r±. This correlation is, however, of order a compared to (7) in the 

vicinity of the Z peak. Moreover, (P+ · (k+ x k_)) is suppressed by a factor 

gv = -.04 and vanishes in Born approximation at the Z resonance (assuming d.,. 

to be real). Therefore the sensitivity is limited to d,.;<;l0-15ecm (9]. Obtaining 

these numbers for d.,. and d.,. would be a non-trivial accomplishment. "Large" 

values for J,., d.,. are conceivable. For instance, in Weinberg-type models (4] of 

CP violation in the lepton sector dlepton, dlepton can grow like mfepton. 

b) 3-body decays: Here, no polarization measurements are necessary to set up 

CP tests. In the radiative decays 

Z -+ e+ f-1, Z -+ ifql -+ 2 jets + 1( tagged jets) 

the following CP-odd, CPT-even correlations can be searched for (6,7]: 

~ · (k+ X k_) (8) 

(9) 

where n = (k+ x k_) / I k+ x k_l and k± are the unit momenta off± (respectively 

ij and q). One may also look for the correlation ~·~(8,7] which is CP-and CPT

odd. That is, CP-violating and final state interactions are required to render 

this correlation non-zero. 

One can avoid flavor tagging and define jets through a CP-blind ordering 

criterion (10]. (Of course, also the jet finding algorithm need not have a CP

bias.) For instance one may order the jets according to their "fastness", i.e. 

(10) 
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Using such a criterion one can use the decays 

Z -+jet 1(kt) +jet 2(k2) + !(k3) 

Z -+jet 1(k1 ) +jet 2(k2) +jet 3(k3 ) (11) 

to search for CP-odd correlations [6,7]. The most useful ones are 

(12) 

where k1,2 are the unit momenta of the fastest and the second-fastest jet, re

spectively, and n = (kl X k2)/ lkl X k21· Note that charge conjugation leaves 

the momentum variables of the jets in (11) defined by (10) unchanged, whereas 

under P,T: ka -+ -ka. That is, the correlations (12) are CP-odd, but CPT

even. The correlations ka · .X are CP-and CPT -odd. Hence they require apart 

from CP violation also final state interactions in order to be non-zero. 

The correlations (8), (9), and (12) were calculated in [6,7], for various en

ergy and angular cuts, in terms of the parameters of an effective Lagrangian, 

which contains CP-violating interactions up to and including dimension d = 6 

operators. The correlations (9) and (12) are sensitive to chirality conserving 

JJZ/, respectively ijqZ gluon interaction terms (!=fermion), whereas (8) is, 

for given J, also affected by a chirality-flipping dipole interaction given by (6) 

with T -+ f. Its contribution to (8) suffers from a helicity suppression factor 

m 1/ Mz. Therefore it is of possible relevance only when (8) is evaluated for heavy 

flavors. 

Associating an energy scale Acp with the new CP-violating forces which 

generate in particular the d = 6 operators, one finds that by measuring (9), 

(12) at LEP1 one is sensitive to Acp~ 1 TeV. Nontrivial information on CP

violating interactions involving the heavy flavors r, c, b-at least upper bounds 

on CP-violating couplings - can be obtained in this way. 

If KM mixing in the only cause of CP violation (7), (8), (9), and (12) are 

unobservably small. Among the various "nonstandard" models of CP violation 

considered in the literature Higgs-bason models probably describe the most 

sizeable potential source. of CP violation in Z boson decays and in other high 

energetic reactions. 
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